Opera in four acts by Giuseppe Verdi
Libretto by Francesco Maria Piave
Based on the play La Dame aux camélias by Alexandre Dumas, fils

LA TRAVIATA
(Sung in Italian with English supertitles)

CAST
(in order of appearance)

Violetta Valéry  Nicole Cabell
Doctor Grenvil  Andrew Craig Brown*
Baron Doupol  Dale Travis
Flora Bervoix  Zanda Švēđe*†
Marquis d’Obigny  Hadleigh Adams†
Annina  Erin Johnson†
Gastone  Daniel Montenegro
Alfredo Germont  Stephen Costello
Giuseppe  Christopher Jackson
Giorgio Germont  Vladimir Stoyanov*
A messenger  Bojan Knežević
Flora’s servant  Torlef Borsting
Solo Dancers  Fanny Ara*, Devon LaRussa*, Timo Nuñez*
Demimondaines, gentlemen, servants

*San Francisco Opera debut  †Current Adler Fellow

TIME AND PLACE: Mid-nineteenth century Paris and environs

ACT I: Violetta’s House
—INTERMISSION—

ACT II: A country house near Paris
ACT III: Flora’s house
—INTERMISSION—

ACT IV: Violetta’s house

The performance will last approximately three hours.